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. 1. Jevons to Conrad 3/12/1964 62-109060-4194 EBF 
FA Eisenberg and Belin go to FBI to get brief on the science of bullet identification. This 

4 was in March 1964, more than four months after the assassination and Tippit killing. 

ev \ It was apparently at this session that Eisenberg mentioned the other bullets from 
D yf Tippit’s body requested FBI get them and test them. Wonderful. 

V) / y FBI wrote CD 1 without ever being aware of these other Tippit bullets or indifferent 7 
to what they might show. 

2. DeLoach to Mohr 12/9/1963 62-109090-16 Liaison w. Commission 
Katz wants statement to the press on day that CD was handed over to the Commission. 
See proposed attached statement to Justice Warren. 

Need to check with NY Times for 12/9 or 12/10 to see if any statement was made. 

3. DeLoach to Mohr, 12/12/1963 62-109090-36 
More about a pres release. Ford is source here and tells DeL that majority want to go with 
Katz idea. DeL says Hoover opposed and agrees with Ford here. DeL tells Ford that 
release not a good idea with the investigation still ongoing, etc. What hypocracy: FBI 
ready leaking the conclusions of CD 1 all over the place. ************Make this the 
point. 

v ‘y 4. Hoover memo 12/12/1963 62-109090-14 
Ro Hoover explains his conversation w/ Rankin about reservations about conclusion that 

Oswald acted alone. (Pedro letters LHO did job for Castro); Mexico angle some 
problems still. 
Hoover blames leaks on Katz and JD. P. 3 says that Katz had report 5 days before 

7” turning it over to Commission and made these leaks. Conclusions that boxed in the 
wr WC. Hoover plays the innocent here. One of the items Katz supposedly leaked was 

the shooting of Ge Walker. — 
yt Copy of PedroCharles iter attached. vz y : Leto Stich; 

We 5. Rosen to Belmont 12/18/1963 62-109060-NR (section 30) 
Aw Useful doc. Rosen registers Rankin’s request for information: the medical records of 

y ia 7 the JFK autopsy. (FBI never acquired them); inco9me tax returns; info from other 
v ih agencies-military and intelligence. I need to review CD1 and supplement. I expéct to 

find that FBI did not go into any of these areas otherwise why would Rankin have 
asked. (Best example of Rosen’s characterization: FBI standing around with pockets 
open waiting for evidence to drop in. 

6. FBI Report by SA Rushing 12/1/1963 105-82555-619 (section 29) 
First mention by FBI of Schrand case. No indication that FBI made anything out of 

ry /> “crypto” van. 
\ 

7. Rosen to Belmont 12/20/1963 105=82555-NR (section 47)
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Interesting in that by 12/20 WC was asking for the raw materials * FBI reports 

were based upon. Suggesting WC reservations about the investigative integrity of the 
Bureau. If want to develop it is about this time that the WC begins to have doubts 

about the FBI’s investigative abilities. . . . 

8. Belmont to Director 12/4/1963 105-82555-NR (section 10). 
Date when CD 1 was ready for distribution to JD. WC does not get report until 12/9. 

When did SS, DoD, CIA, see the report. 

When do the first leaks begin to appear. Some before 12/4. Show this it means only 

FBI did the leaking, or leaking before 12/4 (Katz could have done his own)> 

9. DeLoach to Mohr, 12/7/1963 62-109090-4 

Katz again on pushing for a pres release to accompany the news of CD Is release to the 

WC. Need to check the NY times for Dec. 9-ff 

10. Dos show that Rankin was being vetted by FBI on Dec. 6-7 for chief counsel of 
WC. 

11. Evans to Belmont 11/25/1963 62-109060-1399 
Notes the Katz memo (11/25) memo prepared by him after discussions with the 
Director. (This was the national policy on the assassination) 

Nv 

Fok 
12. Evans to Belmont 11/29/1963 62-109060-2 wa 
Some reasons why LBJ decided to go with a commission. Katz said this did not ee 
reflect any lack of confidence in FBI. ... But I can make a case that it did. See Larry yl” 
Keenan’s ideas on this; worth a consideration. 

13. Belmont to Tolson 12/7/1963 62-109060-1703 (section 22) 
**** 12/6 Katz noted that CIA reps had looked at CD 1 and CIA agreed with report, 
etc. SS reps were coming to look at the report. . 
More here on the statement accompanying the report. Katz insists that it was LBJ Pop ® 
who wanted the statement. ~ a * 

ot me 
14. Evans 12/2/1963 62-109060-1715 (section 22) . 

Talk here of publishing the FBI Report. Warren threatened to resign if that was the 
case. Katz clearly looking for a Govt. response that will put an end to the rumors 
about Dallas. 

15. Hoovermemo 11/25/1963 62-109060-212 Business about a WP editorial 
calling for a commission. Here we are on 3" day after the assassination and all the 

talk between WH, FBI, and JD is who and how to release the FBI report. It was all a 
done ecg] #9 2 1 9 7 2 ee He ee Ok a Ok RK 9 if the case was all locked 

up, no questions.
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16.Hoover memo re: tel. call to McCone 11/26/1963 62-109060-189 

Notes that CIA and SD, Treasury (SS) will see CD1 

17. Hadley to Rosen 11/27/1963 621-9060-obliterated See, a 

Notes that HQers wants the reports on JFK assassination and on Ruby done and at “ori*> ox 
HQers by 11/29/1963 That’s all the docs and working materials so the writing of the a “Ae 
report could begin. Was this date ever revised? wt 

Taw. 
ih 

Woe 

18. DeLoach to Mohr 11/25/1963 62-109060-176(?) (section 3) 
DeL opposed to Guthman statement (JD) as set out. He notes that press release of 11/24 a7, 

was all that was needed. For statement try NY Times for 11/24 or 11/25 a 7 

19. Hoover memo 11/25/1963 62-109060-62 
Re: WP to run story about need for commission. Hoover says LBJ was opposed to a 

commission. Hoover tells Katz that they intended to proceed as agreed on 
(LBJ,Hoover, and Katz) yesterday. Hoover says he thinks report can be ready by 
Wednesday (11/27), day after JFK was laid to rest. This before the MC business 
boils up to throw everything in a cocked hat. See attached for confirmation of LBJ’s 
wishes-no commission; FBI makes report and that’s it. 

20. Belmont to Sullivan 11/26/1963 105-82555-243 (section 5) 

Belmont lays out what the process will entail in getting g the report out “to settle the 

dust.” He notes when report is finished Katz will show it to CIA, Secretaries of Navy, we 

Defense and State. . .. and make sure they agree and have no objections. eT are 
Clear from this Belmont note that FBIHQ expected the report to be made public. aa tee 
(Reason why LBJ may have decided he could not depend on FBI and opted for the We 

commission. 

21. Hadley to Rosen 11/27/1963 62-109060-200 (section 3) Lg 
Key doc. underscoring the rush to judgment of the FBI. Report must be at SOG by ean 
11/29. What evidence did FBI have at hand by 11/27? What areas where it was a 
totally at sea or totally deficient. 

22. Director to Deputy AG (Katz) 12/5/1963 62-109060-1225 (sect. 16) 
This is date that Katz received CD 1 

23. Director to SAC, Dallas 12/6/1963 62-109060-NR (section 17) 
Director points inconsistencies in the Report. 

24.Evans to Belmont 11/26/1963 62-1090601490 (section 19) 

Interesting here is action to be taken note at end of doc. Apparently written by Evans
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That an investigation into an event of this magnitude “cannot be investigated fully ina 
week’s time.” See H marginalia and Tolson who write “It seems to me we have the basic 

facts now.” 

25. Belmont to Tolson 11/27/1963 62-109060-1492 (section 19) This is follow up to 

doc. # 24. Belmont promises report in hands of SOG by 11/29 

26. Belmont to Director 12/4/1963 Ditto to above #8. See attachment where 
Belmont quotes Katz’s response to CD1 as “sensational.” 

27. Baumgardner to Sullivan 11/26/1963 62-109060-1696 (sect. 21)). 

Look at Hoover’s marginalia. The doc. notes criticism of the FBI in “The Worker.” Irony 
here: Hoover hoped to use the assassination (by Marxist Oswald) as part of his campaign 

to destroy the CPUSA. Now the CP was turning the tables. See his marginalia where he 
bemoans the fact that he wanted a “early” and “thorough” report. . . was not “meeting 

on any success within the Bureau.” Pressure on the entire agency..... WF 

28. Rosen to Belmont 12/6/1963 62-109060-1868 (section 25) 

Outlines what CD 1 covered 

29. Belmont to Tolson 12/7/1963 62-109060-1703 (section 22} 

Notes that Katz advised that CIA saw report on 12/6 and concurred fully with report. 

Then back to question of public release of statement to public. Katz did not favor one 
(agreeing with Hoover now) but LBJ wanted a statement. Belmont and DeL said Hoover 

wanted only the first Para as all was necessary. In one of above docs there is a copy of 
the statement. Or I will need to check w. NY Times for 12/6 or 12/7 or 12/8. 
***** What is clever here is position of DeL and Belmont on appearing to oppose any 
statement that it too comprehensive---Oswald acted alone; no conspiracy w/ foreign 
govt., etc. When all the time the FBI had leaked this version to the press but without 
attribution. 

30. Malley to the File 11/24/1963 89-43-440 

**** Learns from Belmont that LBJ approved the “idea that we make a report 

showing the evidence conclusively tying Oswald in as the assailant of Pres. 
Kennedy.” This was after Ruby killed Oswald ....There would be no trial. 

Last doc from Larry Keenan’ s ms. Notes Tolson’s mini-stroke. Also that Hoovber 

and Tolson went to the track on Saturday, where T suffered a stroke. Was this 
covered in the press? Check. Raises some other pts. Re: why LBJ may have lost 
confidence in FBI’s ability to hold things together without outside aide.
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was in March 1964, more than four months after the assassination and Tippit killing. 

It was apparently at this session that Eisenberg mentioned the other bullets from 

Tippit’s body requested FBI get them and test them. Wonderful. 
FBI wrote CD 1 without ever being aware of these other Tippit bullets or indifferent 

to what they might show. 

2. DeLoach to Mohr 12/9/1963 62-109090-16 Liaison w. Commission 
Katz wants statement to the press on day that CD was handed over to the Commission. 

See proposed attached statement to Justice Warren. 

Need to check with NY Times for 12/9 or 12/10 to see if any statement was made. 

3. DeLoach to Mohr, 12/12/1963 62-109090-36 
More about a pres release. Ford is source here and tells DeL that majority want to go with 
Katz idea. DeL says Hoover opposed and agrees with Ford here. DeL tells Ford that 

release not a good idea with the investigation still ongoing, etc. What hypocracy: FBI 
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Hoover explains his conversation w/ Rankin about reservations about conclusion that 
Oswald acted alone. (Pedro letters LHO did job for Castro); Mexico angle some 
problems still. 
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Interesting in that by 12/20 WC was asking for the raw materials that FBI reports 
were based upon. Suggesting WC reservations about the investigative integrity of the 
Bureau. If want to develop it is about this time that the WC begins to have doubts 

about the FBI’s investigative abilities... . 

8. Belmont to Director 12/4/1963 105-82555-NR (section 10). 
Date when CD 1 was ready for distribution to JD. WC does not get report until 12/9. 
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10. Dos show that Rankin was being vetted by FBI on Dec. 6-7 for chief counsel of 
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Notes the Katz memo (11/25) memo prepared by him after discussions with the 
Director. (This was the national policy on the assassination) 
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Some reasons why LBJ decided to go with a commission. Katz said this did not 
reflect any lack of confidence in FBI. ... But I can make a case that it did. See Larry 
Keenan’s ideas on this; worth a consideration. 
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**** 12/6 Katz noted that CIA reps had looked at CD 1 and CIA agreed with report, 
etc. SS reps were coming to look at the report. 

More here on the statement accompanying the report. Katz insists that it was LBJ 
who wanted the statement. 

14. Evans 12/2/1963 62-109060-1715 (section 22) 

Talk here of publishing the FBI Report. Warren threatened to resign if that was the 
case. Katz clearly looking for a Govt. response that will put an end to the rumors 
about Dallas. 

15. Hoovermemo 11/25/1963 62-109060-212 Business about a WP editorial 

calling for a commission. Here we are on 3™ day after the assassination and all the 

talk between WH, FBI, and JD is who and how to release the FBI report. It was all a 
done ead] 8 7 8 2 HE 2 2 ee ee ee ee oe eo He ee ae 2 2 a a 2 ak 2 ok Kg if the case was all locked 

up, no questions.
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16.Hoover memo re: tel. call to McCone 11/26/1963 62-109060-189 

Notes that CIA and SD, Treasury (SS) will see CD1 

17. Hadley to Rosen 11/27/1963 621-9060-obliterated 

Notes that HQers wants the reports on JFK assassination and on Ruby done and at 
HQers by 11/29/1963 That’s all the docs and working materials so the writing of the 

report could begin. Was this date ever revised? 

18. DeLoach to Mohr 11/25/1963 62-109060-176(?) (section 3) 
Del. opposed to Guthman statement (JD) as set out. He notes that press release of 11/24 
was all that was needed. For statement try NY Times for 11/24 or 11/25 

19. Hoover memo 11/25/1963 62-109060-62 

Re: WP to run story about need for commission. Hoover says LBJ was opposed to a 
commission. Hoover tells Katz that they intended to proceed as agreed on 

(LBJ,Hoover, and Katz) yesterday. Hoover says he thinks report can be ready by 
Wednesday (11/27), day after JFK was laid to rest. This before the MC business 

boils up to throw everything in a cocked hat. See attached for confirmation of LBJ’s 
wishes-no commission; FBI makes report and that’s it. 

20. Belmont to Sullivan 11/26/1963 105-82555-243 (section 5) 

Belmont lays out what the process will entail in getting g the report out “to settle the 
dust.” He notes when report is finished Katz will show it to CIA, Secretaries of Navy, 
Defense and State. . .. and make sure they agree and have no objections. 

Clear from this Belmont note that FBIHQ expected the report to be made public. 
(Reason why LBJ may have decided he could not depend on FBI and opted for the 
commission. 

21. Hadley to Rosen 11/27/1963 62-109060-200 (section 3) 
Key doc. underscoring the rush to judgment of the FBI. Report must be at SOG by 
11/29. What evidence did FBI have at hand by 11/27? What areas where it was 
totally at sea or totally deficient. 

22. Director to Deputy AG (Katz) 12/5/1963 62-109060-1225 (sect. 16) 

This is date that Katz received CD 1 

23. Director to SAC, Dallas 12/6/1963 62-109060-NR (section 17) 
Director points inconsistencies in the Report. 

24.Evans to Belmont 11/26/1963 62-1090601490 (section 19) 

Interesting here is action to be taken note at end of doc. Apparently written by Evans


